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JAMES HICKLIN, AGE 26, RESIDES IN
A MAXIMUM SECURITY PRISON IN THE
MIDWEST. HE IS SERVING A LIFE SENTENCE
WITHOUT PAROLE. WE ASKED HIM
WHAT IT’S LIKE TO PRACTICE BUDDHISM IN
A MAXIMUM SECURITY PRISON.

If you were asked, “What’s

it like to practice Buddhism in a maximum
security prison,” you’d probably think,
“What an odd question.” I feel the same
way. The difference between us is that I am
practicing Buddhism in a maximum security
prison, and I have been for five of the last
ten years. That’s how long I’ve been here, ten
years. So why does it seem like an odd question to me when it applies perfectly to my
life? Let me explain.
When I wake up in the morning, to
the sound of a blaring horn that resembles
a suped up alarm clock, I don’t really want
to get up yet. Six o’clock comes entirely
too early in the morning. I have to get up,
though. It’s almost time for breakfast and
work is right around the corner. I suppose it’s
the same for you; morning just coming too
early.
Having arisen and washed my face,
I lie back down and wait for breakfast. On
my good days I go over my Bodhisattva
Vows; on my bad days I grumble about how
uncomfortable my bed is. Of course, I also
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grumble about my cell mate, with his annoying habits (it doesn’t matter what the
real or imagined habit is, at six o’clock in the
morning all habits are annoying). I suppose
it’s like this for you, lying next to your husband or wife, waiting for your day to begin,
mumbling to yourself about your partner’s
obnoxious snoring.
When I get to breakfast, I find that
my mood comes with me. If I’m grumpy,
then the food is terrible. If my mood was
good, then the food is delicious. Of course,
waiting in line for breakfast, regardless of my
mood, always makes me impatient. So I get a
few minutes, while waiting in line, to consider this dharma lesson. Like most dharma
lessons, this one isn’t any fun to learn.
Nonetheless, I stand there and contemplate
the karma that comes from impatience, and
the way I promised to help all sentient beings (which I don’t recall including anything
about letting all those sentient beings in
front of me in line).
Having acquired my tray, I sit at a
table with either friends or strangers. The

designations aren’t fixed; some days friends
are strangers, and vice-versa--the way I
imagine it for most couples. I bow my head
and pray, making offerings of the first bite
of my food to the Three Jewels. Sometimes
the other people at the table are quiet and
respectful of my prayer; sometimes they look
at me with disdain. I suppose it’s like that
for you too. Sometimes people respect you
for what you are doing or trying to do, and
sometimes they don’t.
Breakfast ends and the wait for work
begins. Work is supposed to begin at 7:30
a.m., but there are a hundred things which
can change that. Inevitably, I get another
dharma lesson in patience at this time of
the day. I sit there, waiting, impatiently, for
everyone who must be in place to get to his
or her place so I can go to work. I guess this
is equivalent to rush hour.
Work, I love work. I am blessed with
a good job, one that helps people and that
challenges me. Of course, some days the
challenges are so great that I end up stressed
out. Some days everything goes smoothly,
and I feel very happy and self-satisfied.
Whichever way that it goes, I always end
up liking my job too much. Not that this is
apparent to me at the time I am working. I
only become aware of this when I sit down
on my cushion to meditate, late in the evening, and realize that all I can do is to think
about work and ways to problem solve the
challenges of the day. I guess you know what
I am talking about.
Then is a lunch break, which inevitably leads to another lesson in patience.
Again, I can’t get back to work until all the
people who have to be in their places for me
to move are in their places. You know what
I’m talking about, right? It’s the lunchtime
rush.
Work ends and Yoga begins (on some
days). Man, is it hard to go from work to
Yoga. It’s necessary, though, if I am to stay

healthy. Working through the asanas, feeling
grumpy at my Yoga partner because he’s
going too fast or breathing too loud, or doing whatever it is he’s doing...maybe it’s my
really not wanting to be doing yoga at that
moment, though I am not going to admit it.
By the time Yoga is done, I will be
glad I did it. Then, I will thank my Yoga
partner with “namaste.” Of course, that
means I will get another dharma lesson, the
one about the emptiness of labeling someone too this or too that.
Finally supper arrives, and then the
evening. The evening is when I find time
to read and study. Some days it’s wonderful
lam-rim studies. Some days it’s computer
manuals and programming books. Always it
is either dharma or work, that’s the division
in my life.
Three or four hours pass, studies
have gone well. I am usually pretty exhausted by now; but I know bedtime’s not
far off. Lockdown time comes and things
finally settle down. The last sitting or standing count happens and we are free to do as
we please. So, I set up my little altar and my
wool blanket. My cellmate is kind and gets
up on his bunk for the next hour. I pray,
I prostrate, I settle in with my mala, and I
undertake my mediation practice. It’s 10:30
at night; kind of late to be starting a dharma
practice, but that’s the only time it’s quiet
around here, and the noise of the world
seems to dictate when I meditate.
At different times there are meditation classes, Yoga classes, trauma and wellness classes. No matter what, though, the
days are always filled with dharma lessons.
So you might be wondering why I
said at the beginning that being asked what
it’s like to practice in a maximum security
prison was such an odd question. It’s odd
because practicing Buddhism inside a prison
is just like practicing on the outside.
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“I love
work. I
am blessed
with a
good job,
one that
helps
people,
and that
challenges
me.”

You might say, “Oh, but you are
surrounded by murderers and rapists,
won’t they think you are weak if you talk
about compassion and practice lovingkindness? Won’t that put you in harm’s
way?” I ask you, “Where do you think
all these people lived before they came
to prison? That’s right, in your neighborhood.’”
“But what about the guards,
don’t they pick on you and ridicule you?
How can you develop bodhicitta in that
kind of environment?” Oddly enough,
guards are people too. And like other
people in the world, they generally treat
you the way you treat them. Certainly
there are a few difficult ones, but that’s
only because they are suffering (like all
of us). Besides, you don’t learn patience
from your friends; you learn it from
those blessed bodhisattvas in disguise
that irritate you to no end.
Ultimately, I am simply saying
this. We are all practicing in a maximum
security prison. It’s called samsara.
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Editor’s Note:
I asked James how he wanted his biographical
description to read. He wrote: “My thoughts are that
it is good to explain where I am (generally, not explicitly), why I am here, how long I will be here, and how
long I have been in the Dharma. Some extra details,
too, may be of benefit to others. For some, it is inspirational, as in the story of Angulimali (see right). For
others it is a reminder of the power of the Dharma and
Dharma practice. The details also show the commonness of all humans, which makes developing compassion easier.”
I had met James on two occasions at the correctional facility where he resides. The intensity of his
practice and depth of his understanding of the Buddhadharma were profound and moving. I knew none
of the details of his life; I did not care why he was on
the inside, and it would have been wrong speech for
me to ask. So it was not until I received this first column from James that I learned the details of his life:
James continued: “I will tell you a bit about
the things you haven’t asked me. Use what you want
of them; what you think will be beneficial. I am 26; I
have been incarcerated since I was 16 years old. I was a
junkie when I caught my case, strung out on methamphetamine and anything else I could get my hands on.
I was introduced to Buddhism nearly six years ago; I
took my vows as a Tibetan Buddhist five years ago.”
He concluded with these words: “We are most
fortunate. The Dharma is in our lives, our teachers
have the patience to tolerate us, and we are involved
in something profound. May we always work for the
benefit of all beings.”

Angulimali
Ahimsaka was the son of a high-ranking
Brahmin. He was sent off to school where he proved
to be a bright, obedient, diligent, and of impeccable
character.
His status as “teacher’s pet” aroused jealousy
in Ahimsaka’s fellow students, who falsely accused
him of having an affair with his teacher’s wife. At
first, his teacher did not believe the rumors, but the
rumors continued so consistently and for so long
that eventually Ahimsaka’s teacher vowed to have
revenge on his innocent student. His rage led him to
maliciously tell Ahimsaka to kill a thousand human
beings and to bring the right thumb of each to him as
payment for his teachings. Ahimsaka was astonished to
hear such a request from his teacher. He refused, and
was banished from his teacher’s house.
When his family learned why he had
been expelled, they too banished him. Isolated,
and overwhelmed with anger, fear, and stress, he
snapped—obsessing about his teacher’s request he
ran into the forest where he began a killing spree. So
that he could keep track of the number, he bound
the thumbs into a garland, which he wore around
his neck. He soon became known by those in the
countryside as Angulimala (finger garland).
The Buddha went to the forest to talk
to Angulimala. Upon seeing the solitary monk,
Angulimala went after the Buddha for his final kill.
Angulimala swung his knife at the monk, expecting an
easy kill, but the monk moved back avoiding the knife.
(continued on next page)
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No matter how close he got, or how quickly
he swung the knife, the Buddha magically
moved back, avoiding the blade. Angulimala
became frustrated and screamed, “Stop,
monk!” The Buddha replied, “I have
stopped; you’re the one who hasn’t stopped.”
Angulimala was confused and shouted,
“What does that mean, that you’ve stopped
and I haven’t?”
The Buddha said calmly, “ I can
say that I’ve stopped because I’ve given
up killing. I’ve given up hurting and
harming. I’ve developed compassion and
loving kindness toward all beings.” When
Angulimala heard these words, he suddenly
snapped back to reality. He realized that this
monk was the Buddha himself, and that
the Buddha had come to the forest out of
compassion for him. Angulimala threw down
his knife and asked the Blessed One if he
could join the Order of Bhikkhus, to which
he Buddha consented.
But Angulimala had no peace of
mind; he was haunted by the memories
of his past evil deeds—by the cries of his
victims and the horror he had seen in the
faces as he killed them. And, when he went
on alms rounds, if he were recognized, he
would often be beaten or stoned--sometimes
returning to the monastery bruised, cut, or
bleeding. The Buddha reminded him to have
patience. “You have done away with evil and
now practice only good. Be patient as the
past karma of your evil ways is exhausted.”
Angulimala did, and, under the
Buddha’s tutelage, became an arahat whose
practice benefited all beings.
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